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Q: What? There are cited: C.I.A. operatives with your name and image?  The Demise of Society, 

Announced.  

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

theme: [bad art? Is still art?] 

theme music citation: lady gaga born this way  

 

by Goura Fotadar 

tag[s]: aptitude building for those interested in operations and operational structure performance; 

space ops. in non-fiction?; and is this fiction?; criminology complexities; filing reports; hiding tactics 

While the publishing work goes on;  

& that just means; that lots of people are trying to kill me while my next publication is working on 

getting done [why? So they can keep pretending they are its author as the usual pretense]; I have 

limited computer use hours; because the librarians would rather just pretend what they aren’t: 

librarians. 

 

It’s interesting today I got a report that somebody had died named? 

The report showed me that at the time of the person’s death; the person wasn’t sure if my name and 

work were really mine and then decided that; the person didn’t want to believe that my name and work 

were mine; or his dad: incidentally who helped kill him.  
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His dad started to follow me around threatening me with murder and I had to put a bunch of people 

under arrest in the severest form of arrest currently available from a real-life vantage point; while his 

dad kept threatening me assuming that none of the people under arrest including the person dead in 

the report before the point of time of his death: who is now under arrest; then, were him [the dad]. 

 

He then called me retarded and showed me printouts of somebody’s work with my name and image 

who has the highest iq I believe it’s reported to ever be and uh started/born this iq with; which he was 

convinced was him. He then rode around in my private transportation and continued to insult me; as 

somebody who looked like me called out uh cited: c.i.a. calls; while local “bus drivers” laughed; and old 

ladies told me no, don’t do that & fake cops hid out from their usual false patrols. The man then; or the 

deceased’s dad; then proceeded to call me the Cheesehead Budd-a; and I’m not sure but I think the first 

part of that refers to anti-Semitism and in his case is anti-Semitic [from him] toward … ; I’m not though 

Jewish other than culturally; but in any case the Jewish part is hardly relevant; believe it or not at this 

point; another man then started following me around and told me that I was a cited: Marine and I 

should go to jail [and as if the two are the same]; while I told both men that I had never spoken to them 

before [now]; and that I wasn’t exactly a cited: Marine. It’s possible I presume to complete cited: marine 

corps and other deployments from outside militia standpoints without most ever find-ing out that you 

are not actually a cited: marine. I think that sounds like that movie. But I’m not sure. Which one is it.  

 

When I looked or rather glanced at the work he showed me; it was some of the work I produc-ed 

every=day;  

He then shot at me repeatedly in case there was a match between me and this work of mine. I however 

didn’t die or need to go to the hospital for the shots.  

 

He didn’t recognize like most of low aptitude and this is different from those attempting to [be] 

functional in mental retard-ism that if there is a cited: c.i.a. operative with your name, additional names, 

and virtual images; it’s not you.  

& it’s a confession of this such operative’s identity and wealth you are living off of illegally [my gosh 

even using their name/names and other identity factors? Like photographs of them saying through 

the mail or email that’s you …]; while the operative is enmeshed in especially real-life deployments and 

enmeshed means temporarily constrained by the semblance as to be has real [or has been the case]; the 

same goes with or to all such deployed similarly even if they are not operatives.  

What’s the point: if an operative is repeatedly threatened with arrest for their identity [you or a bunch 

of those people thinking it’s your and or their identity]; it’s confession of the above.  

If an operative is repeatedly threatened with something else; a form of violence; it might be … 
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a) The knowledge [belongs to … ] of the perpetrator completing an unjust crime 

or 

b) The knowledge [belongs to … ] of the perpetrator completing a just crime 

or 

a) & b) 

 

 


